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PART -I

Introduction

Well foundation is a type of deep foundation,

consisting of large diameter and high load-bearing capacity.

It is usually adopted for the foundation of major bridges, as it

provides a stable foundation for heavy loads. It is an ancient

technique, in use since the Roman and Mughal periods.

Situated on the bank of river Yamuna, the foundation of Taj

Mahal rests on masonry wells. Since they are hollow and

possess a massive moment of inertia with minimum cross-

sectional area, they can resist large horizontal and vertical

loads even when the unsupported length is high on the

scouring river.

Requirement of Well Foundation over Open

Foundation

Deep well foundations are preferred in
rivers whose beds consist of fine sand or soil

with a lot of movement during high floods. In

such cases, riverbeds are rendered relatively

unstable due to high scouring, making deeper

foundations preferable to open foundations that

are instead, made at relatively shallow depths.

Curtain walls in open foundations arrest flow,

resulting in dangerous afflux or undermining

due to stronger undercurrents. This can be

prevented using deeper well foundations. The

largest well used in India is for the main towers of Howrah Bridge over Hooghly River, having a size

of 24.8m x 55.3m.

Fig 1. Foundation of Taj Mahal

resting on wells.

Fig 2. Well foundation.
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There are few other conditions in which a well 

foundation is necessary and is a better option than an 

open foundation:-

(a) When the soil is not stable and runs into the

excavation, it becomes necessary to provide shoring and

under such circumstances, it is economical to provide

well foundations even under dry conditions for depths

of more than 7.5 to 9m.

(b) For foundations of piers and abutments of bridges,

it is generally economical to provide well foundations

for depths greater than 6m below spring water level.

(c) In built-up areas, a lot of danger is caused to the

adjoining property by slips and subsidence of ground if

open excavations are made. This danger is obviated if

well foundations are used and precautions are taken to

prevent blows.

Components of Well Foundation

The different components of a well foundation

are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.

(a) Cutting Edge. It is the lowest part of the foundation

well, and it helps to cut the soil during the sinking

operation. The cutting edge is fabricated in a number of

segments depending upon circumference and ease of

handling and transport.

The cutting edge usually consists of a mild steel

equal angle of side 150 mm and 12 to 18 mm thick

reinforced with stiffeners. It should be properly anchored

to the well curb. As per IRC:78-2014, minimum weight of

steel used for cutting edge should be more than 40 kg/m.

Fig 4. Sharp edged and stud nose

cutting edge for soft soils and rock,

respectively.

Shape of cutting edge depends on type of soil. In the case of SMB soils, the steel angle should

have the vertical leg embedded in the curb in such a manner that the horizontal leg of the angle is

flush with the bottom of the curb and in the case of sandy/clayey soil, sharp edged cutting edge as

shown in figure may be fabricated.

(b) Well Curb. Well curb is an RCC ring beam-type component of well, having a steel cutting edge

below. The vertical cross-section of the well curb is wedge-shaped, which helps during the well

sinking and offers minimum resistance. It should be strong enough to transmit loads coming from

steining to the bottom plug.

Fig 3. Components of well

foundation.



Fig 5. Well curb fabrication with steel plates.

In the case of SMB soil, the inner face of well curb should have a steel lining with at least 10 mm

thick steel plates. This will prevent damage to structural concrete if blasting is done inside the well.

2a 2b
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As per IRC:78-2014, the curb should invariably be reinforced concrete of mix not leaner than

M20 with a minimum reinforcement of 72 kg per cum excluding bond rods. The horizontal circular

bars provided in well curb should be strong enough to take hoop tension coming during sinking stage

as well as at service stage. Hoop tension in both the cases should be calculated using standard

equations for net hoop tension and hoop reinforcement may be increased if found deficient.

(c) Well Steining. Steining is a wall or shell

type of structure made up of RCC, which helps to

transfer the load to the curb. It serves as an

enclosure for excavating the soil for the penetration

of the foundation well. The horizontal cross section

should satisfy the following requirements:

• The inner diameter of well steining should be

large enough to permit dredging.

• The steining thickness should be sufficient to

transmit the load coming from well cap and also

provide necessary weight for sinking and

adequate strength against forces acting on the

steining both during sinking and service.

• It should accommodate the base of the

substructure and not cause obstruction to the

flow of water.

• The overall size should be sufficient to transmit

the loads to the soils.

• It should allow for the permissible tilt and shift

of the well. Fig 6. Well steining.
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Forces on well steining during service

Stresses at various levels of steining should be within permissible limits under all combination

of loads as per IRC. Point of contraflexure (where shear force is zero) is calculated considering resultant

horizontal forces at scour level, and active and passive pressure acting on well steining. Stress in

steining can be calculated considering total vertical load at point of contraflexure and maximum value

of bending moment at that level. These stresses in concrete should be within permissible limits.

The forces on the well curb while sinking and when resting on the bottom plug during service life, are

as discussed below.

(a) (b)

Fig 7. Forces on well curb (a) during sinking, and (b) resting on bottom plug.

Forces on well steining during sinking

During open sinking, well steining is subjected to horizontal as well as vertical forces. In

the horizontal direction, hydrostatic pressure acts in outward direction and from outside, earth pressure

acts on it together with water. Well steining is designed for resultant pressure in horizontal direction. In

a circular well, this resultant pressure will induce hoop compressive stresses which can be worked out

using standard equations for thick cylinder subjected to pressure from inside/outside.

During sinking the outer wall of well is also subjected to skin friction. For effortless sinking the

weight of the well should be more than skin friction acting upward on outer wall of well. This criterion

also gives minimum thickness of well.

In vertical direction, well steining remains under compression most of the time due to its weight

when it gets support from the cutting edge. However, a situation may arise when steining is under

tension. This condition arises when well is held by skin friction on top portion where the soil is stiff

while the soil in the lower portion is weak and offers very little friction and all the soil below the cutting

edge has been removed by dredging. In this condition, well steining will be subjected to tension and for

this, bond rods are provided.



Thickness of steining

As per IRC:78-2014, the thickness of concrete steining should not be less than 500 mm nor less

than that given in the following formula:

h = Kd (l)½

Where h  = minimum thickness of steining in m

d  = external diameter of circular well in m

l   = depth of well in m below LWL or GL whichever is greater.

K = constant

Value of K shall be as follows:-

Well in cement concrete K= 0.03

Well in brick masonry K= 0.05

Twin D wells K= 0.039

Reinforcement of well steining

For plain concrete wells, vertical reinforcement in steining should not be less than 0.12% of

gross cross-sectional area of the actual thickness provided. This should be equally distributed on both

faces of the steining. The vertical reinforcement should be tied up with hoop steel not less than 0.04%

of the volume per unit length of steining.
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Bottom Plug. The bottom plug of the well transmits the entire load coming on the steining to the

foundation. It acts like inverted dome supported on the steining on all sides and having the subgrade

reaction as the uniform load acting on it. After completion of sinking, the bottom of the foundation well

is plugged with the help of concrete. The well curb confines the bottom plug, and functions like a raft

against soil pressure from below. Generally, M15 grade of concrete is used in the bottom plug and is

laid by means of termie or skip boxes. Generally, 10% extra cement is added on account of washing of

cement due to under water concreting. Bottom plugging should always be done in one continuous

operation when the water is at its normal level.

Bottom plug should be capable of receiving the load from steining and transmitting it to the

base. Its thickness should be at least equal to half the diameter of dredge hole.

Fig 8. Well steining reinforcement.

Water tightness should be checked when concrete attains its strength by pumping water

outside from the well.



Top Plug

It is a concrete layer (minimum grade

M15) of thickness around 500mm, as mentioned

in design and drawing. Top plug is provided over

the sand filling and inside the well dredge hole. It

provides a contact between the well cap and sand

filling, thus helps in transferring some load

through the sand filling. It therefore, relieves the

stress on steining to some extent. It also provides

a firm base to layout well cap reinforcements.
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Fig 11. Reinforcement in well cap for 

abutment.

Well Cap

A Well cap is a thick RCC slab that

rests on the top of well steining. It is a part of

the foundation and is used to distribute loads of

superstructure over the steining. Its top level is

generally kept at LWL or river bed level. The

well cap is designed as a slab resting over the

top of well. Considering the forces on the

superstructure and substructure, resultant

vertical force and moments in longitudinal and

transverse direction is calculated at well cap

level. Eccentricity is then calculated using

resultant moment and vertical forces at well

cap level. Due to this eccentricity, pressure

distribution will be triangular, similar to

footing of raft. At the critical section (face of

abutment shaft), bending moment is calculated

using the pressure diagram. Well cap is

designed for this bending moment.

Sand filling inside Well

The well is dewatered after setting of

bottom plug concrete, and it is backfilled by sand

or excavated approved material. The sand used

for filling should be clean and free from organic

materials. Through sand filling, a part of load is

also transferred to ground when it is done up to

bottom of top plug. Sand should be well

compacted and can be done using water.

Fig 9. Sand filling inside well .

Fig 10. Formwork for abutment cap over 

casted top plug.



(c) Placing and Assembling of Cutting Edge

Before placing the cutting edge, the

ground is levelled and compacted. Sand island is

made if required. With design coordinates of

centre of well, it is marked at levelled ground or

sand island with total station.

Permanent reference pillars are provided

along and across the bridge centre line.

The segments of cutting edge are placed

over the wooden sleepers spaced at 2 m c/c and

made level. Subsequently, joined by splicing

plates as per approved drawing. If cutting edge is

massive it should be placed on rollers.
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Construction Methodology of Well Foundation: Following steps are to be followed while

constructing a well foundation:-

(a) Survey and Setting Out

Setting out is the establishment of points and lines to define actual location and level of

structural elements before construction so that the construction of well foundation may proceed with

reference to them as under:

• With total station accurate layout of bridge centre line and pier locations are marked on the ground.

• The reference points are established sufficiently away from zone of blow ups and possible

settlement area resulting from well sinking.

• Reference points are connected to permanent stations (TBM) with base line at the bank.

• Distances are checked by accurate tape and total station.

• Thus co-ordinates of well centres as well as distances from reference points are recorded.

Fig 13. Segments of cutting edge being hauled 

for placement.

(b) Fabrication of Cutting Edge

Fabrication of cutting edge is done in the

yard as per approved design and drawing. It may

be fabricated in some segments depending upon

circumstances, ease of handling and

transportation. Rolled Steel (RS) section used as

cutting edge be cold bent, heating is not

permitted.

Fig 14. Segment of cutting edge being assembled, joined by splice plate and use of bolted connection.

Fig 12. Bending of the back to back welded 

angle using a hydraulic press
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Fig 15. Use of water level.

(d)   Fabrication of Well Curb

Generally, in BRO the well

has to be sunk through bouldery

strata, hence blasting is unavoidable.

Thus, curb has to be provided steel

plate lining with minimum thickness

10 mm. The casing of steel plate

lining in segments are fabricated in

yard as per approved design &

drawing.

The segments of steel plate

curb are brought to the site and well

attached with the cutting edge

conforming to drawing. Segments

are welded together to correct shape

with sound continuous welding.

The outer and inner surface

of curb casing are attached with

horizontal and diagonal supports.

Sometimes compass or turn buckle

arrangement is used to maintain

proper circular shape.

If steel plate lining or casing

is not required, the shuttering of

inner face is done with shuttering

plates of standard shape. The correct

circular shape is maintained by use

of compass or turn buckle

arrangement.

Fig 16. Levelling of the cutting edge using 

theodolite/total station.

Fig 17. Placing of inner form of the well curb.

Fig 18. Use of horizontal and diagonal supports between 

outer and inner surface of curb casing.
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(e)   Laying and Fixing of 

Reinforcement

• Reinforcement Bars are cut and bent

at yard as per drawing.

• Reinforcement bars are brought to

site and laid as per approved drawing

maintaining proper cover of 75 mm with

cover blocks.

• The vertical reinforcing bars are laid

as per drawing and properly anchored

with cutting edge using nuts and bolts or

welding.

Fig 19. Placing of reinforcement of well curb.

(f)   Outer Form Work

• Now, shuttering of outer face is done with 

clean and shuttering plates of standard form. 

The shuttering oil is applied on surface of 

shuttering plates.

• Shuttering joints are sealed with foam 

sheet to make leak proof joints.

• Inner and outer shuttering plates are 

connected by lateral bracings.

• Now the outer surface of shuttering is tied 

up at top and bottom with circular rings 

made up of RS channel section.Fig 17. Placing of inner and outer form of the well 

curb.

(g) Concreting of Well Curb

Curb concreting is done with design mix in a single and continuous pour by pump or

manually as per availability, ensuring proper compaction.

Fig 20. Concreting and compaction during casting of well curb.
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(h)    Deshuttering and Gauge Marking

• The outer formwork may be removed after 24 hrs and inner in 72 hrs.

• Gauge marking is done along the axis as shown at outer face locations with paint by using 

template.

Fig 21. A fabricated well curb set atop wooden planks.

Fig 22. Deshuttering of well steining. Fig 23. Gauge marking on the cured concrete well.

(j) Grounding of Well Curb

• Grounding of well is a process of

transferring the load from wooden

sleepers to ground, truly concentrically

and vertically without tilt and shift.

• If inner form is provided, the

grounding is started after removal of

inner formwork.

• Gunny bags filled with sand are placed

in between wooden sleepers, along the

periphery at bottom of the cutting edge. Fig 24. Grounding of well.
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Fig 25. Removal of wooden packing from

beneath the cutting edge using hammer.

• Diagonally opposite wooden sleepers

are removed by scooping earth from

beneath.

• The load of curb is transferred from

wooden sleepers to sand-filled gunny bags.

Now the diagonally opposite gunny bags

are cut by knife thus the load is transferred

to the ground.

• Initial sinking of curb is significant as is

done manually, as far as possible, keeping

curb top approximately 1 m above the

ground level.

(k) Construction of Steining

• After grounding well curb and its initial

sinking, the well is built up by constructing

the steining in stages or lifts and subsequently

sinking the same.

• Height of steining is kept 2 m for first lift

and their after 2-5 m . The number of lifts

should be minimum to avoid construction

joints.

• The cast height of steining should be

commensurate with sunken depth as

excessive height of steining above the ground

level may increase the chance of tilting.

• The steining should be built in one straight

line from bottom to top such that if the well is

tilted, the next lift of stening is aligned in the

direction of tilt.

• Straightness of steining is checked with

aid of straight edges of approved length.

Plumb bob is frequently used for checking the

straightness.

Fig 26. construction of steining-inner formwork 

and placing of reinforcement.

Fig 27. Steining of the well in lifts of 2-5 m.

• Shear key should be provided in construction

joint of steining.

• The cycle of steining casting and sinking is

repeated up to last lift until the well reaches the

founding level.

Fig 28. Covering of outer steining formwork. Continued in next issue...
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Monthly Lecture Series

As part of the monthly lecture series, the 5th Lecture on bridge health monitoring was taken

by Col Soumendra Banerjee, Director HS&PR on 23 Sep 2022. The lecture was conducted online

through VC. A total of 819 officers and subordinates from 17 projects and sub-units including

TFs/RCCs/BCCs/Pl participated in the online lecture.

The lecture covered the salient aspects of bridge health monitoring including inspection

equipment, techniques with special reference to Non-Destructive Testing, use of ground penetration

radar, impact echo testing equipment, infrared thermography, acoustic sensors etc. The reporting

format was also discussed in detail along with record keeping and documentation.

The coverage of the topic by Col Banerjee was well reveived by the environment and it was

decided that the presentation be shared with all projects for further dissemination.

The topic of Design and construction of Well Foundation is being covered in two issues Part I & II, i.e.,

issue Nos. 5 & 6. The concluding part will be covered in issue No. 6.

The contributors for the article on well foundation are: Shri SS Prasad, EE (Civ), SO to ADGBR, HQ

DGBR and Sri Ram Kishor, SO-I (Estg&Brs), CE (P) Sampark.

The past issues of the Newsletter of CoERBAT can be accessed in BRO website.
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